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Vision:  As a result of a CHCA Language Arts education, students recognize language is a gift from God and as 

such should be used to glorify and serve Him. Students are encouraged to develop a lifelong love of learning 

through reading, study, and applying scriptural principles to these studies. Growing from these studies is an 

appreciation of the diversity of human experience, culture, and values and an ability to evaluate spoken, written, 

and media messages for truth. Students apply analytical skills in reading, thought, writing, study, and discussion 

to realize their unique, God-given gifts and their place in the world. Students pursue research with confidence 

using a familiarity with sources and their uses, and applying the aid that technology brings to learning. Students 

engage competently in a variety of writing experiences, both academic and personal, demonstrating clarity, logic, 

persuasiveness, creativity, and accuracy in the use of Standard Edited American English. Articulate, even 

eloquent, language denotes a person whose ideas are worthy of consideration and respect; thus, an education to 

raise up Christian leaders must provide for sound language arts training. CHCA students speak with confidence, 

fluency, and precision in a variety of situations as well as work cooperatively and responsively in groups 

demonstrating appropriate leadership and giving value to others’ work. Students receive academic challenge and 

support in pursuit of success in language arts. 
 

 
 

Standards: What a CHCA student will know and be able to do in Language Arts:  Reading: Demonstrate 

competence in the general skills and strategies of the reading process. Demonstrate familiarity with a variety of 

literary works of enduring quality and increasing complexity including the truth of Scripture and its influence on 

literary forms and themes. Demonstrate competence in applying reading strategies to learn from literature and 

specific types of informational and functional texts and digital sources.  Writing  Demonstrate competence in 

the general skills and strategies of the writing process including narration, exposition and persuasion. Write 

with a command of the grammatical, mechanical and usage conventions of Standard Edited American English. 

Demonstrate competence in the stylistic and rhetorical aspects of writing. Gather and use information from a 

variety of print and digital sources for research purposes.  Speaking/Listening/Discussion  Demonstrate 

competence in speaking, listening and viewing as tools for learning. Participate effectively in a range of 

interactions to communicate and collaborate. 
 

 
 

Grade 7 Topics: Writing instruction focuses on researching and organizing data and responding to literature to 

produce expository and persuasive essays; on using creative writing techniques to enliven narrative and 

descriptive pieces; and on using technology to expedite the writing process and encourage student collaboration. 

Grammar, mechanics, and usage are taught through direct instruction and honed during the writing process. 

Guided reading of increasingly complex nonfiction, fiction, drama, and poetry texts increases students’ ability to 

read critically, analyze author purpose and claims, compare points of view, identify story and drama elements, 

trace character development, make connections to Scripture and the real world. Vocabulary development is based 

on both etymology study and words derived from class readings. Class presentations, discussions, and online 

forums promote growth in speaking, listening, and respectful group interaction.  

 

Grade 8 Topics: Guided instruction in writing and publishing allows students to produce and share persuasive 

essays on literary and current topics, expository research papers, narrative memoirs, responses to timed writing 

prompts, and creative pieces. An emphasis on grammar and usage understanding and advanced vocabulary study 

combine to lead students toward increased sophistication in their writing style and conscious choices for rhetorical 

effectiveness. Technology aids student collaboration and enhances research and the writing process. Students are 
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encouraged to apply reading strategies as they encounter a variety of challenging classic and modern literary texts 

and nonfiction selections and interact with visual media. They learn to compare author perspectives, discern 

implied content, identify universal themes, recognize scriptural applications, synthesize points of view, and locate 

and use information purposefully. Students practice listening, speaking, and cooperating through daily discussions 

and presentations within the classroom and in their online learning community. 


